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Phi Bete Selects 16
At Honors Day Convo

ADDRESSING THOSE assembled for yesterday’s Honors Day Convocation, Richard L.
Yatzeck, assistant professor of Russian literature spoke on the subject of “ Honor as a
Value.” The convo revealed the announcement of sixteen new Phi Beta Kappa electees,
bringing this years membership to twenty-five, the largest group in Lawrence’s history.

The N egro at Lawrence — I

The Self-Conscious Encounter
Resident educational institutions have often been con
sidered microcosms of the larger society surrounding them.
This microcosmic theory goes a depressingly long way
toward explaining why the Negro college student is both
more institutionally alienated than his white counterpart,
and substantially more skeptical of the post-graduation
value, intrinsic or otherwise, of his education.
“The Self-Conscious Encounter” is the first of a series
of articles edited by Nick Candee, Feature Editor, in
which the Lawrentian staff assays the situation of the
Negro student at Lawrence in the light of the reactions
of the community of which he has become a member.
“ The impact of Negroes on
whites here has been spectacu
la r,” noted Francis L. Broderick,
Dean of Lawrence and Downer
Colleges and published authority
on the American Negro, “partic
ularly on those white students
who have never had such contact
before.”
Lawrence, traditionary a white,
middle class school, finds itself
increasingly less remote from
the real world and the problems
leading to and growing out of
the continuing urban crisis. Law
rence and Appleton are discov
ering the need for active and
creative evaluation of social
problems which heretofore had
simply not been of concern.
"TV> a certain extent it is true
that we are trying to do our
share in the civil rights move
ment,” said Edward B. Wall, di
rector of admissions, but added,
“ Our actively recruiting Negroes
is not entirely altruistic.” Wall
feels that most important is
“ what these people are doing for
us rather than what we’re do
ing for them . . . the effect on
the white populace is amazing.”
Not uncommon for many Lawrentians is that seeing a Negro
is actually a novelty. A typical
example of this was demonstrat
ed by a suburban Chicago sopho
more girl who mused “I ’ve only
seen Negroes in magazines and
on TV. I know what color a
Negro is. but I ’ve never really
sat next to one im class ”
Coupled with the unique do9erange encounter are other new
experiences—rejection and alien
ation.
A senior anthropology major
observed that weak white stu
dents have their own identity
crisis, feeling that they sbouldn t
react differently toward Negroes
than whites in casual relation
ships.
and
fearing privately

"maybe I ’m prejudiced.”
“ Blacks are more foreign to
whites than vice versa,” accord
ing to the senior. “They know
what to anticipate; we’re leas
prepared, and have guilt feelings
as well. The best policy m i^ it
be honest, to adm it ‘I don’t know
how to react.’ ”
Fashionable
but
superficial
broadmindedness does not appeal
to many Negroes, including the
hlack Lawrence junior who re
ferred to the phenomena of
“whites slipping into their lib
eral clothes.”
Broderick noted that many Ne
groes “oriented towards Black
Nationalism have taken a tough
line,” being prepared to say "We
don’t want your friendship,” ask
ing few favors, responding to few
overtures, warming few white
egos.
There is a perhaps mutually
self-conscious liberalism, most
painfully evident for the unini
tiated white admitting confiden
tially " I just don’t know how to
talk with them,” or " I want to
say something, but I feel they
think I ’m inferior, so I ’m afraid.”
Thus there is a communication
block to the interested which also
provides reinforcement for those
wishing to perpetuate the status
quo.
There was a measure of truth
in the recent statement of Elzie
Williams quoted in “The Mil-

BOENNIGITEIM
Reminder for students plan
ning to attend the SummerFall 1968 session: Passports
will be processed by Miss Glor
ia Johnson, a representative of
the Clerk of Courts, from 1:30
to 3 p.m. on Thursday, May 2,
in the Hamar Room.

waukee Journal” to the effect
that his role at Lawrence was to
educate the white man, a senti
ment expressed somewhat differ
ently by members of the atknirv
istration who feel that the Negro
is an integral part of a liberal
arts education.
Some faculty members have
even expressed the conviction
that to allow their children to
grow up in the Lawrence/Appieton environment would give them
a distorted view of society and
consequently plan to move to
large urban centers.
That the Negro is needed here,
that he belongs here, is paradoxi
cally most evident in the dooms
of some Lawrentians that Ne
groes are out of place here, that
Lawrence offers little social life
to black students because of their
limited number, thereby limiting
them to exclusive association.
One student interviewed by the
Lawrentian suggested that a Ne
gro might be better off “going
to a school where the Negro to
white ratio was more in their
favor.” This attitude, hopefully
more
naive than
malicious,
serves to demonstrate the im
portance of the partially mes
sianic role of the Negno at Law
rence.

Economist Lerner
To Speak at Convo
Max Lemer, author, economist
and soaial-polittcal scientist, will
speak at a convocation at 11:10
a m. Thursday, May 2, in the
Chapel.
He will appear here under aus
pices of the Alumni Association
and its Visiting Scholar program.
Lemer is the author of “ Amer
ica as a Civilization.” a highly
regarded study of contemporary
American life, and “The Age of
Overkill.”
He has taught at Sarah Law
rence, Williams and Wellesley
Colleges; Harvard University; and
at present is a teacher at Bran
ded« University and the New
School for Social Research.
An informal discussion period
with Lerner is being arranged for
interested students. Details will
be announced.

At an all-school honors convo
cation yesterday.
Phi
Beta
Kappa — the nation’s oldest so
ciety for outstanding scholarship
—‘announced the election of six
teen new membera. Pi Kappa
Lambda,
which honors high
scholarship and musical achieve
ment, selected six new members
from the Lawrence student body
and faculty.
Other awards included: The
Mrs. H. K. Babcock Award —
given to a faculty or administra
tive member, a trustee, an alum
nus or friend of Lawrence by
itudent vote — presented to John
P. Dreber, assistant professor of
philosophy.
The Otho Pearre
Fairfield Prize Scholarship, to
a junior “slowing great promise
of dutingiiihed service in the
promotion of human progress”
was awarded to Richard Bush.
H ie Warren Hurst Stevens
Prize Scholarship, to a junior
man
“distinguished for high
scholarship and useful activity in
university affairs” was presented
to Steve Ponto. Ponto also re
ceived the Junior Spoon, while
Arm Branston was awarded the
Junior Spade.
Elected to Phi Beta Kappa
were: Nora Bailey, Elizabeth
Boardway, Martha Brown, Ju 
dith Christopher, H u^i Denison,
Charles McKee. Margaret Meloy,
Mary Ann Michael. Aimee Moore,
Baron Perlman, Janet Reeves,
John Sanders. Mary Sorenson,
Kristine Strom. Robert Suettinger, and Bonnie BarsH.
Pi Kappa Lambda selected:
Christine Grope, Suzanne Heileman. Max RadLoff, Lana KoUath,
John Sutte and Eugene Casselman — professor of music.
Grimnell president, Glenn L.
Leggett, was awarded an honor
ary degree by Lawrence presi
dent Curtis W. Tarr.
Bertrand A. Goldgar, associate
professor of English and chapter

Maribeth Hartwig
New Miss Appleton
Maribeth Jill Hartwig, a Law
rence junior from Seymiour, Wis.,
was crowned Miss Appleton, 1968
at Appleton High School West,
Saturday evening.
She competed with eleven oth
er of what the Appleton PostCrescent termed “the most attrac
tive, talented and poised young
women Appleton has ever seen on
a single stage.”
For her talent presentation,
Miss Hartwig, who is head m aj
orette for the Green Bay Packers,
sang “This is My Country” and
twirled her baton, arrayed in a
spangled red, white, and blue
costume.
When asked her reason for this
selection, Miss Hartwig stated
that following her return from
Europe last summer, where she
twirled with the USA Band. Or
chestra and Chorus, she “realized
how great we have it in Amer
ica,” adding that she felt the pa
triotic presentation was appropri
ate to the times.
Lawrence sophomore, Marcia
Smith of Evanston 111., also com
peted in the pageant, and was
awarded the title of “M:ss Con
geniality.”
Miss Hartwig will compete in
the Miss Wisconsin pageant, which
will be held in Oshkosh during
June

president of Phi Beta Kappa, ex
plained that there is no fixed
grade point below which students
are ineligible for consideration.
" It is an election in which the
primary thing considered is the
academic performance of the stu
dent,” he said.
The national organization lim 
its selection to fifteen percent of
the graduating class. In the past.
Lawrence has selected about ten
percent. This year, with nine
members elected last fall and
sixteen this spring, Lawrence
boasts its biggest group in the
history of the university.
Kenneth Sager, associate pro
fessor of education, said that 90
percent of the selection is based
on grades, the other ten percent
being made up by that "intuitive
something.” He stressed that the
selection committee, headed by
Carl P. Wellman, looks for schol
ars first, and people about cam
pus second.
The by-laws of Phi Beta Kappa
set forth the following require
ments for membership: Pirat a
student must have been attend
ing his school for at least five
terms. Also, the electee must be
of “sterling moral character.”
Nominees are selected by a
committee and must be approved
by % vote of those present. Lead
ership is considered by individ
ual members when voting.

Two Senior Women
Receive Falbrighls
Two Lawrence seniors. Sally
Hickenson and Sandra Reising,
have been awarded FVdbri^t
scholarships to study in Europe
next year. The award covers aH
expenses involved in a year of
study, including transportation.
Miss Hickerson, a French ma
jor, will study literature at the
University of Strasbourg, while
Miss Reising will study interna
tional politics at the College of
Europe in Bruges, Belgium.
The new appointees bring Law
rence’s total list of winners to
45 since the inception of the Fulbright program in the late 1940’s.
A Fulbright scholar from the
Class of 1967, Dale Duesing, has
been studying in Munich this year
and has won an opera contract
in Muenster, Germany, for next
fa ll
Both Miss Hickerson and Miss
Reising are members of Phi Beta
Kappa society.

LAWRENCE BAEDEKER
Handbook for Student Travel
Abroad, a travel guide written
by Lawrence students, will be
put on sale Wednesday, May 1,
for thirty-five cents.
Sponsored by Lawrence World
Affairs Council, the fifty-four
page booklet will contain tips
for traveling, accommodations
and sightseeing on a small
budget in many countries of
the world. A complete flight
schedule of student tours to
Europe will also appear in the
world-wide guide.
Under the editorship of El
mar Cimiotti, contributors to
the Lawrentian Baedeker are
Peter Becker, Tak Haraoka,
Jan Latourelle, Amy Lo, and
Kathy Teegarden.

Infirmary Head Discusses
Problems and Possibilities
Dr. Ralph V. Landis, Univer
sity Physician, stated in an in
terview with the Lawreiitian this
week that he and the staff of
the Health Center are attempting
to “ improve service in every
way we know.”
Landis was replying to a l*awrentian editorial of last week
which charged the infirmary with
giving students inadequate and
often incompetent medical ser
vice.
Landis cited inefficient staff
organization and lack of adequate
communication between infirm
ary and university as the major
problems faced by the Health
Center.
Of particuar concern to Landis
is the “flying-wheel” method of
doctor rotation, whereby the four
infirmary doctors are scheduled
to be on duty alternately through
out the week. This system pre
vents the doctors from being
able to follow up cases in which
they have begun treatment. He
sees this difficulty as insoluble,
short of hiring a full-time doctor
which would be virtually impos
sible to do.
He does feel, however, that
problems with the nursing staff
could be reduced by the addition
of another nurse or a clerical
worker to lighten the present
nurses’ duties. Landis believes
that they are basically sympa
thetic to students’ needs and
would perhaps appear more con
cerned if they had more time to
devote to patients.

Competition Begins
On Overseas Study
/

On May 1st, the Institute of In
ternational Education (IlE » will
officially open its competition for
1969-70 United States Government
and foreign graduate grants for
academic
study or research
abroad, and for professional
training in the creative and per
forming arts.
IIE annually conducts com
petitions for U. S. Government
scholarships provided under th?
Futtxright-Hays Act as part of
the educational and cultural ex
change program of the Depart
ment of State, and for grants pro
vided by various foreign govern
ments. universities and private
donors. Under these programs,
more than 950 American gradu
ate students will have an oppor
tunity to study in any one of 50
countries.
Candidates who wish to apply
must have a bachelor’s degrrnj
or its equivalent and, in most
cases, be proficient in the lang
uage of the host country. Selec
tions will be made on the basis
of academic and/or professional
record, the feasibility of the pro
posed study plan, language prep
aration, and personal qualifica
tions.

Landis disapproves of the idea
of a Health Center board of con
trol which could be establised to
create stronger connections be
tween the infirmary and the rest
of Lawrence. “A doctor must
run his own show,” he stated.
He feels that the “ machinery”
for greater communication is al
ready in existence in the form of
the Deans’ Office, as the deans
are already the recipients of nu
merous complaints about the
Health Center.
Landis favors
creating more definite channels
of cooperation between himself
and the deans.
Complaints should be reported
to them by students themselves
or by freshman counselors. The
deans would in turn bring these
to the attention of Landis and, if
necessary, rfeet with him to re
solve the difficulties.
Landis will take into consider
ation “student demands and ex
pectations” for the Health Cen
ter. He hopes that through im
proved organization and com
munication medical service at
I^awrence will become more sat
isfactory.

T H E E X P E R IM E N T A L T H E A T R E will he the scene of Rufus Cadigan’s production
of “Swiss heavyweight playwright champion” Friedrich Duerrenmatt’s “ Evening in
Late Fall.” The play will be seen tonight and tomorrow night at 7:30. Another Duerrenmatt piece, “The Physicists,” directed by David Mayer III, associate professor of
theatre and drama, will be seen in Stansbury Theatre May 8-11.

Brokaw, Ormsby and Sage
May be Sites of Renovation
Marwin O. Wrolstad, business
manager, told the Lawrentian this
week of the la-test devdcpmcnti
concerning the three oldest dorm
itories. Brokaw, Ormsby and
Sage, and of possible construction
of a new dorm.
Previously, all three had been
surveyed and found structurally
sound, and consequently the school
requested estimates on the costs
of total renovation. These costs
are: $507,000 for Brokaw. $324,000
for Ormsby, and $433,000 for Sage.
Wrolstad emphasized that these
represent coats for total renova
tion, and could be reduced.
At present, the trustees are
merely considering the facts, and
are a long way from any decis
ion. Wrolstad also mentioned oth
er pertinent information which the
trustees must consider before de
ciding whether to build, and how'
many new dorms to build
The federal government will
lend money for new construction
ait 3 ^, but renovation does not
fall into this category, and the
school must therefore borrow at
fiW if it wishes to renovate. The
fact that new construction will
have a longer life must also be
taken into consideration, Wrolstad
said.
Another complicating factor is
that the proposed renovation is of
such a nature that it cannot be
completed during one summer,
leaving those who live in those
dorms without a place to live. In
order to solve this, Wrolstad stat
ed that it seems likely that one

new dorm will be built to accom
modate those living in the two
dorms to be renovated, and that
one would be tom down. He em
phasized that he has no idea as
to which dorm might be demol
ished and that, in any case, no
work of any sort could possibly
begin before next fall.
Wrolstad also spoke of the im
mediate future of these dorms.
He indicated that no specific use
is planned for the Brokaw and
Sage basement space which will
become available when the food
center opens.

Panel to Discuss
‘Woman Power’
“ Woman Power,” the Downer
Women’s Association’s confer
ence on the role of the educated
woman in contemporary society,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Tues
day, April 30, in the Riverview
Lounge of the Union.
A seven-woman panel will de
scribe careers available to the
woman graduate. Discussion will
center on special problems faced
by the modem woman, such as
career handicaps and the inte
gration of home life and an out
side occupation.
Members of the panel will be
Mrs. Bertrand Goldgar, modera
tor: Mrs. Bee Frank, speaking
on business: Miss Lorna Blake,
education: Mrs. W illiam Ducklow, communication; Miss Doro
thy Draheim, politics; Mrs. Ken
neth Engclman, art; and Miss
Margery Irvin, music.

FREE!! SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
W hy lu g winter garments home when they can be stored F R E E OF
C H A R G E with us??
We furnish the hampers . . . we pick up and deliver!

YOU PAY NOTHING
until fall and then only the normal dry cleaning charge
p lu s a small insurance fee. We deliver and store in state licensed and
inspected facilities.

PEERLESS-UNEEDA
P IC K UP and D ELIV ER Y SER V IC E
HALF-BLOCK OFF CAMPUS ON COLLEGE AVENTE

THE
EXPERT.
THERE’S ONE
IN EVERY FAMILY
Everybody has an Uncle George.
He's the one who knows which car is a piece of
junk. And where you can get practically anything
wholesale.
Uncle George is a real expert with other
people’s money.
But when it comes to your diamond, we’re going
to suggest that you ignore him.
Because unless Uncle George is a trained
gemologist, he probably knows little more than you
do about diamonds.
Every ArtCarved diamond is inspected by a
gemologist and backed by a written PVPSM
guarantee. He evaluates it for carat weight, color, cut
and clarity.
And at any time during your lifetime, if you
ever want to trade your ring in for a more expensive
ArtCarved ring, we’ll take it back. At it’s full
value.
Can Uncle George give you that kind of
guarantee?
A

A r tC a r v e d 0

A beautiful 200 page wedding guide and free
style brochures are available at the ArtCarved
dealers listed. Just try on an ArtCarved
diamond ring and ask for details.

See ArtCarved Diamond Rings at

TENNIE S JEWELR

311 W. College Ave.
734-1858
vooooc-ooc-oooooo.ooooaoo;ooooo.ooooc^o.o<>o<yoo:o m a c a «

APPLETON HI-FI CENTRE
i ntalog I )iscount Prices on W orld Famous

F IS C H E R — D U A L — K E N W O O D — SONY
.U.} College Avc.. (across from Scars)

7.33-7525

Austin Grabs Culprit
In Colman Break-In
In the post ten days three wom
en’s dormitories on the campus
have been broken into during the
nigjht. Episodes of illegal nocturn
al entry have been reported at
Sage, Ormsby, and Colman.
The firs* break-in occurred on
Monday, April 15, at Sage Hall,
where a fans* floor resident awoke
in the night to discover a man
in her room. The prowfcr, who
had apparently entered through an
unbolted door in the Sage dining
room, explained that he was at
tempting to escape from the
dormitory through the girl’s win
dow. She suggested that he leave
instead by the front door, and
he did so without causing further
trouble.
At Ormsby early on April 17,
four Lawrence men attempted un
successfully to open three base
ment windows. Then they entered
the building through a fare escape
door which had been left unlock
ed by the nftgbt desk clerk TTie
intruders departed immediately
when ordered to do so by an Or
msby rsident.
The most recent break-in oc
curred at 2:30 am . last Sunday.
Night watchman Ralph Austin
discovered three teen-aged boys
attempting to enter Colman Hall
through an unlocked door. One
was Captured and turned over to
the Appleton police, who are now
searching for the other two boys.
Despite these incidents, Austin
sees no unmanagable security
threat to the women’s dormitor
ies. “Every spring there are some
boys who think they are going to

get in and have some fun. They
don’t; they get caught.”
John C. Bell, assistant director
of the physical plant and head
of security, agrees that there is
no serious problem. He notes that
in all three incidents the door
by which the intruders had enter
ed had been left unlocked from
the inside. Bell is sure the door
at Colman had been left open by
a girl secretly leaving the dormi
tory; its latch had been jammed
with paper.
Bell feels that the night watch
man has been effective in pre
venting break-ins in tha* he has
reduced the number of Appleton
youth on the campus at n i^it.
“As for the internal security
of the girls’ dorms, every night
Ralph finds and closes doors
propped open by books, paper
and wood” , Bell states. “The girls
themselves have to be more se
curity conscious. Those who are
leaving open doors behind them
are endangering themselves and
others.”

INTHE SHADE
Inthe Shade will be publish
ed Monday. The magazine will
be sold for twenty-five cents
in lunch lines, the Union, fac
ulty lounges and Conkey’s
Bookstore.

Get Your Hair
Clipped at

BOB’S BARBER
SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke Building

BERTRAND A. GOLDGAR, associate professor of Eng
agreed to serve as Lawrentian advisor next year.

lish, has
Goldgar,
Herbert
England

a frequent critic of The Lawrentian, will replace
K. Tjossem who will be on sabbatical leave in
next year.

How to tap a keg
(and tie into the best reason in the world to drink beer)

McCarthy Workers
Just before the party begins, tap
your beer. First, make sure the
beer faucet is closed (you wouldn’t
want to waste a drop of Beechwood
Aged Bud!). Then, insert the faucetand-pump unit into the upper valve
of the keg, give it a quarter turn
clockwise, and lock it in place by
tightening the lower wing nut.

2

Plan Indiana Trip
“ If McCarthy doesn’t carry this
one, the whole shebang wiH be
very difficult,” said physics in
structor Delo Mook when asked
by the Lawrentian about the Mc
Carthy campaign in Indiana. As
of Wednesday night, eleven stu
dents and several faculty mem
bers are planning a trip to In
diana to help the McCarthy bid in
that State’s primary election on
May 7.
Due to weak student response,
the McCarthy workers organized
by Mook will be traveling in pri
vate cars, although some effort
has been made to combine re
sources with a group from Wisrconsin State University at Osh
kosh.
Mook did not know exact
ly where the Lawrence delegation
w ill be going, but he thought they
probably w ill be concentrating on
Fort Wayne, a city in the north
eastern part of the state.
Students and faculty will be
staying in homes, churches, dor
mitories, and anywhere else that
the local McCarthy headquarters
can find accommodations for
them. The only expense, other
than m inim al charges for trans
portation, will be for meals.
Despite the obvious shortage
of Ijawrentians who have pledg
ed their support, Mook and
various faculty members intend
to carry on their efforts. Plans
are being made for trips to In
diana every weekend from now
until the May 7 primary.
It is Mook’s feeling that
members of the Lawrence com
munity have demonstrated an
appalling degree of apathy as far
as this venture is concerned.
“They re all v need help down
there,’’ said Mook. “ It would be
a great moral victory to see Mc
Carthy defeat Bobby Kennedy.
We’re going to do all we can to
help him , but it would be a lot
easier if more people were go
ing.”

I

Pick up a half-barrel of Bud*
(good for about 245 12-ounce cups
. . . with foam) and the tapping equip
ment on the day of the party. Just
set the beer in a tub of ice to keep
it cold.

3

Next, insert the lager tap
in the lower valve of the
keg and give it a quarter turn.
Now, set the keg upright in a
tub and pack ice around it.

4

You’re now ready to draw
beer. Pump pressure to the
proper point for good draw,
usually about 15 lbs. That’s all
there is to it, but there’s no rule
against sam pling just to make
sure everything is perfect.
Ahhhhh! It ’s no wonder you’ll
find more taverns with the
famous “Bud on Draught” sign
than any other!
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BOGUE S G A L L E R Y

The Scarlet Letter
By STEVE BOGUE
As a resuit of the dbcovery
that several freshman women
were absent from the dormitory
during the recent early-morning
Caiman Hall bedcheck, Law
rence University officads in co
operation with memebers of Wom
en’s J-Board have reported^
Initiated a whole new approach
toward the problem.
Mary Morton, Dean of Women,
is said to have stated that it was
h& i time that punishments were
adjusted to fit the crimes. How
ever, when asked for details, she
referrd- me to a member of
Women’s J-Board for a fuU re
port.
“Well," I began, " I’m certain
ty glad to hear that you’ve fi
nally updated women’s disciplin
ary actions to coincide with the
dejp*ee of the crime."
“Yes, yes,” the J-board m em
her replied, “you know that these
new freshmen are certainly more
gutsy, determined and aggressive
than the upperdaasmen. We felt
we must show them that we just
aren’t fooling around.”
“Just what measures wiM be
tifcen?” I queried.
“First, we must show the rest
of the student body what kind
of girts these are. We will thus
start forcing girts who violate the
rules to wear scarlet letters
which would correspond to their
crimes. For example, a girl
found coming in late wodd wear
<n ‘A’.”
“Of course,” I responded, “for
’absent’. What other letters have
you considered?’’
"We on the board thou£* that
if a girl is c a u ^ t for her second
time, she m i^ t be forced to
wear » IT .”
"You mean for ‘horny’?" I
blushed.
“Heavens no!” my itrfownact
gasped, “for ‘homesick'. A girt
who needs affection that mud»
must have had a rotten home, or
efoe craves her parents.”
•'But coukkit it drive her over
the edge if she had to wear the

Art Center Displays
Original Print Sale
An exhint of original prints
by ctasdbc and contemporary ar
tists will be presented by Ferdi
nand Rdten Galleries of Balti
more, at the Art Center on Mon
day. Exhibit hours will be from
9 am . to 5 p.m.
Priced from $5 through $100,
the exhibit includes approximately
1,000 original etchings, litho
graphs, and woodcuts by such ar
tists as Picasso, Chagall, Miro,
Renoir, Goya, Baskin, KoUwitz
and many others.
Also on display will be a col
lection of outstanding Western
and Oriental manuscript pages
from work of the 13th-20th cen
turies.

letter?” I interjected.

the new ruies that I m i^it take

“Oh, she would only have to
wear it while she was in the
stocks,” Her Honor replied.

with me?”
“ Oh certainly,’’ she bdbbied,
“take this one.”
“ Wait a minute,” I said halt
ingly, “this is written in M id
dle English. People haven’t used
this since the Dark Ages.’’
“I know,”
my informant
mumbled. “We wanted the lan
guage of the rules to be consist
ent with the spirit.”

“Stocks!” I blurted, “Are you
kidding?”
“ Would I kid you?” she asked
ominously. “We’ll put them right
in front of Miadn Hail for every
body to see. I just hope that SDS
stays out of i t ”
“ You mean Students for a
Democratic Society? Why, that
group has disbanded,” I inform
ed her.
“ No, no,” she sputtered, “I
mean Students for Demonstrating
and Screaming. It’s a newly
formed jyoup. They don’t like
initials.”
" I know what you mean,” I
said knowingly.
“Now, what
about other measures?”
“Well, that’s about it. We had
to abandon the idea of a dunk
ing chair for the Fox River.”
“That’s very humane,” I noted.
“ It would have been a little ex
cessive to poison violators.”
“Also, we had to abandon the
idea of issuance of chastity
belts, because the girls refused
to let Ralph make periodic lockchecks. We had originally planned
to allow seniors to sign out keys
before they went out for the
a 10 *."

“Sounds like the Kohler set
up now,” I said whimsically. “By
the way, do you have a copy of

Students Needed
For Boennigheim
Marwin O. Wroistad, business
manager .announced this week
that a new incentive for attract
ing Lawrentaans to the Boenningheitn campus has been initiated
The new arrangement provides
that any student currently enroll
ed for the Boenrti^ieam program
who induces another student to
sign up wiU have his full trans
portation costs paid by the univer
sity. Normal procedure is for the
school to pay half the travel costs.
This move has been necessitated
by a shortage of people enrolled
in the summer-fail program. Althou^i the extra financial burden
taken by the school amounts to
$215 for every two students, it is
economically feasible
because
Larwrenoe must pay a fixed rental
for the campus, and maintain
three faculty members there.
Optimum capacity in the Ger
man campus is 45 and at present
only 30 are enrolled. The arrange
ment is mainly directed at the
upcoming summer-fail period, but
there is also a limited number of
openings in the following winterspring program.
Wralstad also stated that the
contract for Boennigheim expires
in June of I960, and at that time
a careful re-evaluation will be
also indicated that Boennigheim
made of the total program.

Cornell President
EschewsHerseyBar
Samuel Enoch Stumpf, president
of Cornell College, has over-rjdden a faculty resolution bo bar
mlUbary recruiters from
the
Mount Vemon, Iowa campus, des
pite an overwhelming two to one
approval of the resolution by the
Cornell student body.
The April 15 issue of the Comeklian, reporting Stumpf’s action
under the headline “ President
Stumpf Eschews Hersey Bar,”
explains the Cornell faculty reso
lution “was in response to Gen
eral Hersey’s letter advising lo
cal draft boards bo reclassify stu
dents who “interfere with re
cruiting.”
The resolution, passed by a slim
margin of 34 to 29 majority of
Cornell facuky, stipulated “that
m ilitary recruiters be permitted
to use the facidities of Cornell
only if they or the appropriate
commandmg officer si&i a state
ment explicitly disavowing the
Hersey guidelines and refusing to
aid or abet the Selective Service
in the application thereof.”
Anti-war and draft sentiments
at the Iowa ACM school were non
existent until this year, according
to an April 20 feature article m
“The New Yorker,” which also
states, “Cornell was known, in
fact, for an absence of contro
versy of any kind—except, per
haps, some mild disagreements
about mild extension of dormitory-visitation privileges.”
A February 28 student referen
dum to bar military recruiters
from the Lawrence campus failed
by a 339 to 309 vote.

ACM in Costa Rica
Still Has Openings
The ACM announced recently
that it is still accepting applica
tions fcr the Central American
Field Studies program to be held
in Costa Rica for the upcoming
1968-69 academic year
A background in Spanish will
no longer be prerequisite for ad
mission to the program. Instead,
an intensive course will be given
m the host country.
Students who apply will have
the opportunity to work with ACM
faculty members in the biological
and social sciences.

SPORTING THE RIBBON that has madfc her famous,
Miss Maribeth Hartwig displays the charm, grace, and
poise that enabled her to capture the ‘‘Miss Appleton
title in competition held last Saturday evening. I he newly
crowned Miss Appleton looks forward to a heavy schedule
o f social events which will include, among other things,
the “ Miss Wisconsin” pageant to be held in June at Osh
kosh.
.......................................... a...minion............................................. o iiim h ii^
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'Symphony Band
Twentieth century wind en
semble music with an interna
tional flavor wfill mark the Sym
phony Band’s program at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Chapel.
Conductor Fred G. Schroeder
has programmed scores by Neth
erlands, Bulgarian, American and
Spanish composers. They include:
“Symphony for Wind Orchestra”
(1966), by Henk Badings; “Cru
cifixion for Winds, Organ, Piano.
Basses and Percussion” (1962),
by Boris Kremenldev; “Remem
brance’’ (1965), by Warren Ben
son; “ Apparitions for Winds and
Percuseion” (1967), by Bernard
Rogers; and “Le Procession du
Rock)’’ (1913), by Joachin Turina,
arranged by Alfred Reed.

Iowa String Quartet
The Iowa String Quartet, resi
dent artists at the State Univer
sity of Iowa, will make their final
Chamber Series appearance of
the season in a concert at 8 p.m.,
Monday, April 29, in Harper Hail.
Their program will indude the
“Quartet in A M ajor,” by Ar
riaga; “String Quartet” (1905),
by Webern; and “Quartet in Eflat M ajor,” Op. 127, by Beethov
en.

Instrumental Music
A group of instrumentalists
will appear in recital at 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 2, in Harper Hall.
They indude harpsichordist Marilee Zehr, and pianists Paul Em 
mons and Lana Koliath
Miss Zehr will play the “Son-

atas in A Major, K. 206 and 209,”
by Domenico Scarlatti. Emmons
will assist clarinetist Gary Schlei
in performing "Sonatina for Clar
inet and Piano,” by Malcolm Ar
nold. Miss Koliath will play Cho
pin’s “Barcarolle, Op. 60.”
Others on the program are
bassoonist W illiam Robertson,
harpsichordist Max Radloff, vio
list Jane Moore and accompanist
Virginia Dandelsen.
They will perform music by
J. F. Fasch, Franz Schubert and
Benedetto Marcello.

Westenburg Recital
Organist Richard Westenburg,
a 1954 Conservatory graduate,
now serving as choirmaster-organist at New York City’s Cen
tral Preébyterian Church, will
give a public recital at 8 p.m.
Friday, May 3, in the Chapd.
Westenburg, who has gained
national prominence as a concert
performer, will appear on the
Lawrence Special Events music
series under auspices of the uni
versity and the Northeast Wis
consin chapter of the American
Guild of Organists (AGO).

Oratorio Cancelled
LaVahn Maesch, dean of the
Conservatory, has announced the
cancellation of the Arthur Hon
egger oratorio, “ King David,”
which was to have been given
Sunday, May 5.
According to Maesch, the per
formance was scrapped because
of “apathetic student response.”
He noted that ireuffident rehear
sal time remained to prepare the
chorus.

GOING TRAVELING?
COMPLETE RAND McNALLY TRAVEL SERIES:
GREECE, SCANDINAVIA, ROME, SPAIN, M EXICO, ISRAEL,
FRANCE, PARIS, W. GERMANY, H A W A II, ITALY, LONDON
The CARIBBEAN and the BAHAMAS, BRITAIN Priced at only $1.65 ea

ALSO - START THINKING ABOUT MOTHER’S DAY CARDS - MAY 12th

CONKEYS

BOOK

STORE

F R O M T H E E D IT O R IA L B O A R D

Promises to Keep
The university finds itself in an awkward situation
concerning- its antiquated rules for women. Committed to
parents who have sent their sons and daughters here, to
concerned aumni who provide financial support, and to
trustees who are legally responsible for the institution, the
administration finds that general lack of acceptance is ren
dering many of its plethora of rules unenforceable— includ
ing women’s hours.
It is common knowledge on this campus that the recent
women s dormitory break-ins are at least in part attribut
able to the prevalent form of “break-out” which finds the
doors propped open to facilitate after hours entrances. It
is equally common knowledge that women are often let in
after hours by friends and roommates.
W hile these are certainly questionable practices, the
point which seems to elude those who formulate and those
who administer the rules is that the custom of “locking up
the damsels’ is considered ludicrous and anachronistic,
and that short of physical force, there is no way of enforcing a regulation which the community at large does not
recognize as valid and therefore endorse.
It is an unfortunate fact that all endeavors to enforce
women’s rules more stringent and inflexible than most
students’ parents would impose, and which students simply
do not believe in, have succeeded in turning those rules
into a travesty of their intent while creating a dangerous
security problem in the women’s dormitories.
1 he university has promises to keep- Promises to par
ents, alumni and trustees. But in striving to keep to the
letter of those promises, it has seemingly forgotten that
integrity does not preclude wise amendments of rules, and
that there is a real world somewhere beyond the fringes
of this campus.

Key Selections
Every year at this time Lawrence’s Gamma-Delta chap
ter of Phi Beta Kappa selects a handful of students for
membership in that society. It can safely be said that Phi
Beta Kappa is the most prestigious fraternity honoring
academic achievement in the nation. Yet most Lawrentians know little or nothing of the parameters and selerton procedures on this campus.
That there is no minimum grade point required for
membership in a society which purports to honor academic
excellence is an unacceptable paradox. While grades are
not, nor should they be the sole criterion, as long as the
other canons remain unarticulated, Phi Beta Kappa mem
bership at Lawi'ence runs the risk of looking like nothing
more than a victory in an academic popularity contest.
We recognize that most of the members indeed achiev
ed academic excellence. But at the same time we urge the
Lawrence chapter to adopt a more standardized selection
policy to assure non-members that the honor accorded
those selected is deserved.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE, TERM III
Monday, June 3—
8:30 a.m .—Glasses meeting at 8:30 M W F; economics 56
1:30 pm.-^Classes meeting at 2:50 M W F; Gov’t 43,
History 48, Slavic 21.

Tuesday, June 4—
8:30 a.m .—Classes meeting at 9:50 M W F
1:30 p.m .—Classes meeting at 9:50 T T S
7
p.m .—Psychology 24

Wednesday. June 5—
8:30 a.m .^Classes meeting at 11:10 M W F; Art 30, Gov’t
52, Slavic 11, Slavic 30
1:00 p.m —Classes meeting at 1:30 M W F

Thursday, June 6—
8:30 a.m .—Glasses meeting at 8:30 T T S
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I)ead Sou] is
--- By LIN] DA L A RSO N -----

‘‘Dead Souls,” although solicited by the Lawrentian, is aa independent column which does not aeceasarlly
reflect the views or opinions of the editorial board of the Lawreatfeaa.
Obviously, the most profound
and perfect act of creation that
a woman can engage in is that
of producing a child, PRESTO!,
from her womb. This being such
an effortless and gratifying way
to justify one’s existence, the
vast majority of women sitordinate their creative impulses to
providing for the unborn child.
Marriage, traditionally, serves
the careers and comforts of men
and the child-bearing facilities of
women. Many women are so
carefully prepared for the mrturing of children that to con
sider another profession as be
ing more important would be
self-annihilative.
The quarrel with the value of
producing additional human lives
in this era is not hard to discover.
It is aid around us, in the prob
lems of intematioral food dis
tribution, in the squalor of dty
life, m the evaporation of soli
tude.
Hie value of procreation should
and would be under greater at
tack if only the instinctive na
ture of the act were less over
whelming. The women who have
directed their talents and kves to
wards caring for children would
be more convincing in their plati
tudes of service if they wovAd
consider raising the “unadoptables” in this nation or the
refugee children otr foreign
policy creates.
If motherhood carried with it
the dignity it supposedy invokes,
would the insidious subjugation
of a woman’s humantiy continue
so rampant?
Women, without
having any radical counter struc
ture, are middle-daas only in a
second class way.
AM of us, by age 20, have ex
perienced the chilling facts about
what we are worth as employees.
The average single woman with
out college degree earns a salary
that barely qualifies her as lower
mddde class.
Facilities for housing and recreaction are almost nonexistent
for single women, without the
condescension inherent in adverw w u v vw w vyvw wwwum ?*.

letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
We, the members of Kappa
Delta sorority, wish to correct
an error which was made in the
Lawrentian of April 19. Contrary
to the impression given in the
article on grade averages, Kappa
'Delta still functions as an active
chapter on the Lawrence campus.
National Kappa Delta, this uni
versity, and the Lawrence Panbellensc recognize Psd Chapter as
an active group. Despite the fact
that we did not participate in
Rush, we have been taking part
in PanheUenic functions for the
past two terms besides carrying
on our own group’s activities.
As the paper noted, deactiva
tions had an effect on our grade
average. Computing the aver
ages of those girls still attend
ing meetings, our grade average
last term was raised to 2.524, a
figure of which we are quite
proud.
PSI CHAPTER,
KAPPA DELTA
(EDITOR’S NOTE: The eight or
nine KDs "still attending meet
ings” are justifiably proud of
their 2.504 average, and we con
gratulate them. PanheUenic coun
cil does indeed recognize Psi
Chapter as an active organiza
tion; the official position of the
University, however, is that the
chapter is “dormant.’*)

tising sea voyages and living
laáts for singes. “Has may be
your last singes vocation.”
Yet, how many marriages can
operate on an equal basis with
out the stigmas that cause the
male fears of emasculation and
the woman’s doubts of her femin
inity.
The insidiousness of the objectivization of women does not belie
its aikinvasrveness. Women have
hoia's at this school because
they are the ones that will be
"stuck” with the child; it is
deemed more desirable to lock
them up at night than to inform
them of the physical uid moral
protection employed to prevent
pregnancy..
The value of virginity is de
batable, but in this humanistic
center of learning there is no de
bate. Girls m ist return to their
dormitories at midnigit from
labs, from bars, from discussion
and from love-making because
they are wilding to be subjected;
they are controllable.
The protection is not directed
at our age or oir financial de
pendency, otherwise the men
wouki be inflicted with this Vic
torian barbarism as weU. The
protection is directed at keeping
our panties i^>. A more foii and
evil-smeúiir.g indictment of manwoman relationships and the
whole fracture of oia- society
cannot be found.
Dr. Tarr felt it was not the
university’s finotion to make a
statement about Vietnam policy.
How does he reconcile the pnrient reinforcement of America’s
notorious doróle standard to
the purposes of Lawrence?
Miss Morton said at a DWA
meeting this foil that hours did
help to preserve the values which
women are traditionally respon
sible for. Question: If our lives
are not directed towards mar
riage and a family must we deny
ow femininity? If our values ex
tend beyond the hours of midnite and 6:30 a.m., or if saving
our maidenheads for the "Rela
tive innocence of marriage” is
not a prime concern, are we to
be labeled sluts or eccentrics and
be sii>jugated each nig* to the
humiliation of being considered
weak and helpless creatures?
It is certainly a slap in the face
to whatever values a couple may
have worked out with mutual
concern and understanding to
enact this ritual with its impli
cation of our bestiality.
Women compete in the class
rooms without any quarter given
for being female; we try to bal
ance our relationships towards
the qualities that make them
happy ones.
At the end of every day we en
ter our tittle prisons of purity
like so many cattle being
readied for market (Mark Kell
er’s analogy), on the grounds of
our mass vulnerability. What
CHEMISTRY FOR
NON-CHEMISTS
Chemistry 7, 8, an elective
for those who are not Inter
ested In science as a major
field, will be offered next year.
It introduces chemistry aa an
experimental science and as
an intellectual discipline whose
development can be traced by
following the historical thread
of attitudes and ideas.
Students who are not science
majors, and have fulfilled the
science requirement, may take
one or more terms of Chem
istry 7, 8 as an elective with
optional laboratory.

;! O r rooms can be
searched in our absence. We un
dergo arbitrary and tudkxous
punishments for breaking a gal
axy of nies the men on this
campus don’t have to contend
with, because we allow ourselves
to be placid.
One reason for our passivity is
that it is surely disheartening to
combat sheer unfounded idiocy.
The traditional excises for this
discrimination are many of the
same which the American Negro
has been coia'ageously confront
ing for as long as there has been
an American Negro. We are too
eager to accept apparently sump
tuous compensations.
The cruel thing about this joke
inflicted on us is that it does ki
part what it is designed to A».
We all too often use it, inconsraousiy, to avoid malting
manner of decisions concerning
our time, our relationships, and
our values.
It is a dishonest way out of
^■’pleasantness or self-investiga
tion that aH too often oomes in
handy. We accept it because
Mke ail prejudices it is made pal
atable, made insignificant m d
because to a greater extent thro
we aispect, we buy it.

-CALENDARFriday, April Z—
Fliim Classics; "Gates of Par
is,” Yowgdald 161, 7:30 p.m.
Overrenmatt’s "Evening in Late
Fall," Experimental Theatre,
7:30 p.m
Saturday, April 27—
WRA sponsored Women’s Inter
collegiate Tennis Tournament,
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Baseball: Beloit (2 games)
1 p.m.
Film Classics: "Gates of Par
ts,” and "Poll de Carotte,”
Youngchild 161, 7 p.m.
“Evening in Late Fall,’* Ex
perimental Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 28—
Party for faculty children, Vi
king and TV rooms. Union,
2-3:30 pm .
Lawrence Symphony Band,
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Monday, April 2f—
Chamber Music Series — Iowa
String <>iartet, Harper 8 p.m.
Tuesday. April 30—
Science Colloquium, Youngchild
161, 4:30 pm .
DWA Ftonan on "The Role of
Educated Women In Society,”
Union longe, 7:30-11 pm .
Iowa String Quartet in residence
Wednesday, May 1—
Golf—Oshkosh, 12:30 p.m.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship,
Youngchild 166, 7 p.m.
Instruction session for 1968-66
women counselors, Colman
rec room, 7 p.m.
Contemporary Studies in the
Language of Fiction — Gert
rude Stein’s “Melanctha,”
presented by Mr. Nichole
Lintfield, Colman lounge, 7:30
p jn .
Thursday, May 2—
Convocation: Max Lerner, alunmni visiting scholar; Chap
el, 11:10 am .
Student recital, Harper, 3 p.m.
Friday, May 3—
Tennis—Lawrence 10-team
Invitational, 1 p.m.
Track, Cornell, 3 p.m.
Honors theses due in deans’ of
fice by 5 pm .
Film Classics: "Lolita,” Youngchild lffl, 7:30 p jn.
Organ Recital — Richard Wegtenburg, L U. and Was. chap
ter of A.G.O., Chapel, 8 p m

J
Science Students
Will Study Here
Fifty-«¿x htgh school students
from twenty-five slates have been
selected to attend a National Sci
ence Foundation training pro^am
here this summer, David M.
Cook, assistant professor of phy
sics and director of the program,
has announced.
The science program, which is
being held for the second sim 
mer, is supported by a NSF grant
of $25,125 and will run from June
17 to August 9.

WE WONT GO EITHER
The following have added
their names to the “We Won’t
Go” statement which appear
ed In last week’s Larwrentkan:
Jaimes Engstrom ’69
David Shlaes, ’69
Paid Heimlngson ’68
Patrick O’Brien
Gary Pfcutka, ’79
The names of Ellen Stoehr
and Norma Kilpatrick were
added to the support state
ment- Anyone interested in ad
ding their names please con
tact Jim Noble or Dave Cham
bers, ext. 549.

Economic Historians
Gather at Art Center
A day-long conference of Wis
consin economic historians will
be hakl May 4 in the Art Center.
Papers in ancient and Renais
sance economic history and in
international economic develop
ment will be given during the two
morning sessions, while the af
ternoon session will be devoted
to research in recent American
economic Watery.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Subject: Off-campus living Declarations.
A time bind has developed for men who might be Interested
first in the Honors Dorm, second in off-campus living- The fu
ture of the men’s Honors Dorm in East House has been referred
to the Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC). The
Faculty will not, however, be able to formulate its LUCC repre
sentation and committee structure in time for its regular April
meeting this week. There will be <a special meeting of the facnly next week to act on nominations to LUCC and faculty com
mittees. Hopefully LUCC can convene May 6.
The deadline for men’s off-campus living preferences is ex
tended to Wednesday noon. May 8. The time of the lottery will
be announced.
An additional word about BLOCS. If a group of men or a
group of women wishes to get an apartment off campus togeth
er, they may register together and bloc will be assigned a num
ber in the lottery.
If there are questions about any of this, or if you see prob
lems that we haven’t anticipated, please talk with Miss Morton
or meKENNETH R. VENDERBUSH, Dean of Men

MEN COUNSELORS
Co-Head Counselors: David Hawkanson and Dale Schuparra
Assistant Head Counselor: Gar Kellom

A STATEMENT
OF THE SOCIAL OBJECTIVES
OF TECHNOCRACY
Reprint of First Official Publication 1933
What politician would daro to publish his statements of 35 years 090 ?
TECHN OCRACY proudly reprints its first official public statement of
35 years 090. Technocrats tahe pride in the leadership of their organisa*
tion and its ability to organise and guide America's only Social Movement.

n o c r a c y ’s survey of the economic situation
in America, and in the world, leads to the as
sumption of an imminent and progressive social in
stability under price system operation, with corres
ponding social disorder, that will threaten large
portions of the people with decreasing purchasing
power and consequently, increasing hardship and
deprivation.

' T ’e c h

Technocracy believes that in order to avoid the
consequences of such a debacle it is imperative to
organize a disciplined body which will resist the
forces of disruption and insure the free flow of
food and other necessities to the population at
large during the time of crisis and afterward in the
period of readjustment.
Technocracy believes that once the present
order has demonstrated its operational incapacity
it will be the function of its engineers and tech
nologists to put into operation a permanent pro
ductive and distributive system which will harness
the energy resources of the country for the mutual
benefit of the entire population on a continentwide basis. The term “technologists” is used in the
broadest sense and includes, as well as scientists
and engineers, educators and experts in such other
departments of human activity as are functionally
necessary for the operation of the social mechanism.

ri

Technocracy believes that the free and inde
pendent spirit of the American people will not be
satisfied with the irrational assumptions of Com
munism, or with the hollow mockery of Fascism,
and that a large measure of anarchy and disorder
may be avoided by adherence to a program con
sistent with American tradition. Technocracy is un
conditionally opposed to and will struggle against
such subversive and revolutionary systems and any

other attempts to place this country under a dic
tatorship in whatever guise.

WOMEN’S COUNSELORS
The following women have been selected as counselors for
the academic year 1968-69:
Susan Anderson
Susan Kraeblen
Ann Beilin
Sandra Laufer
Diane Bloedorn
Susan Mahle
Marianne Conger
Barbara Masters
Elizabeth Coyte
Phyllis Moore
Karen Druliner
Elizabeth Murphy
Ann Elliott
Jackie Ozanne
Margaret Everist
Mary Rae
Brenda Griffith
Barbara Rauh
Allyson Jagow
Janine Sagert
Karen Johnson
Linda Scalcucci
Jey Jones
Marcia Smith
Kay Knudsen
Margaret Stalick

Technocracy stands ready with a plan to sal
vage American civilization, if and when democracy
as now functioning can no longer cope with the in
herent disruptive forces.
Technocracy believes that the substitution of
technologists in place of politicians and profiteers
will be demanded by the people, sick unto death
of the insecurity and deprivation that are the in
evitable concomitants of the present ways of doing
business— that the substitution of scientific na
tional management for the present muddling, waste
ful and ineffectual political and economic set-up
represents the simple and natural progression of
the American genius.
Technocracy is not misled by emotional opti
mism created by temporary palliatives. Its findings
prove why no “new deal,” but an entirely “new
game,” based upon an accurate “balanced load”
method of social control is the only solution for
the problems facing this continent.

Barbara Brownawell
Kathy FitzPatrick

The American nation was founded on the as
sumption «that every man has a right to “life, lib
erty and the pursuit of happiness.” Technocracy
amplifies this original intention. Today political
liberty does not suffice. Possessing, as this conti
nental area does, sufficient personnel and equip
ment to guarantee equality of income and security
to all, Technocracy is being designed to perpetuate
against all aggressors those “inalienable rights”
promised the American people by the founding
fathers and endemic to this continent.

March. 1933

«r

Today 35 years later, the instability and disorder of war, crime, corruption, racial hostility, pover
ty, rising taxes and student unrest is reaching the critical point. Technocracy urges all students to
investigate, to analyze technocracy's specifications for the solution to these problems, and for the
building of a new America.

SPEA K ERS and IN FO R M A T IO N
For a subscription to: T H E TECHNOCRAT, THE
available. W rite to:
N O RT H W EST TECHNOCRAT, TECHN OCRACY D IGEST
T ECHN OCRACY INC.
Three magazines, 12 months, 12 issues, $4.00. (A ll three
1206 W . Lorain St.
publications are quarterlies, but so rotated that one
A ppleton, W is. 54911
appears each m o n th .) Send $4.00 to: TH E TECHNOI ’hone 2-6853 or 4-1748
CRAT, 435 E. Market St., North Long Beach, Calif. 90805

ALTERNATES
Deborah Lehman
Margy Ziman

FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION ENCAMPERS
John J. Alfieri
Miss Anne Jones
Daniel L. Acnaud
Mrs. Elisabeth Koffka
Richard M. Bell
Lars Laubinger
Miss Lorna Blake
Nicholas Linfield
William S. Boardman
Hugo Martines
Mrs. JanV*s Buchanan
Edward J. Moody
Bruce W. CronmiUer, Jr.
Albert Neal
John Dreher
Fred Phelps, Jr.
Karle Erickson
Miss Marguerite Schumann
James S. Evans
George Smalley
Hartmut Gerlach
Herbert K. Tjossem
Bertrand A. Goldgar
Edward B. Wall
Miss Dorothea Harvey
Allen West
Mrs. Lucille Heller
Richard Yatzeck
Miss Marjory Irvin

Continental Headquarters
TECHN OCRACY IN C .

E N C Y C LO P E D IA A M ERICA N A says: “Whatever the future of Technocracy, one must fairly
say that it is the only program of social and economic reconstruction which is in complete intellectual
and technical accord with the age in which we live.”

Robert Milone
James Murray
John Negley
Charlie Newton
Thomas Richardson
William Rizzo
Richard Byron Smith
David Strong
Ronald Sushak
Robert Taylor
Jon Tittle
Robert T o y nsend
Dave Toycen
William Whitehead
Philip York

Norman Baxter
David Brown
Nick Candee
John Chesney, Jr.
Albert Esterline, Jr.
Charles Galhneyer
Karl Hickerson
Tim Hickey
Roger Hildebrand
Andrew Kass
Gorham Kindem
Richard King
Jack Krill
Mark Leonas
Richard Massopust
Tim Meyer

Ladies’ anil Men s

SHOE REPAIRING
M EN'S T E N N IS and B A S K E T B A L L SH O ES

1

Wood and Stream Hunting and Fishing Boots

B0NSHIRE SHOES for MEN
Free Heel Plates with each pair of New Men’s Shoes

Jerry Lyman
SHOE
30*» W . College Ave.

SERVICE
Across from Penney’s & Sears

i

Tennis Team Takes Third,
Fourth Solo Match Laurels

The Vike Tennis team racked
up its third and fourth straight
victories last weekend at the e>pense of Monmouth and Knox.
The netters lost only two setf
in 17 matches whitewashing Mormouth in the morning, 9-0, and
Knox in the afternoon, 8-0.
This impressive victory gave
l>awrence an unblemished indi
vidual match lecord of 32-0 in
Conference play. This formid
able mark will be put on the line
tomorrow when the netmen travel
to Northfield to compete in what
should be an enlightened pre
view of things to come in the
Conference Meet which will also
be held at Carleton on May 17
and 18.
As had happened the week
before, the tennis match was al
most rained out last weekend.
But in the end, the matches were
played under very unfavorable
conditions. The wind was oust
ing up to 40 miles per hour and
there was a constant drizzle. The
weather brought no 9olace to
Monmouth as they lost every
match to the Vikes in straight
sets.
Pat Kenney showed strong
form in humiliating John Gross
man, 6-2, 6-2 and Tom Vander
hyden also had flashes of bril
liance as he defeated Andy Dole,
6-3, 6-2. Dave Holzworth over
came some early unsteadiness to
defeat his opponent, Steve Hoff
man, 6-4, 6-3. Paul Croake was
extremely erratic in has match
against Phil Krick, but won any
way, 7-5, 8-6. Dennis Waters and
Jim Simmons showed the depth
of the Vikliig team by handily de
feating their opponents at the
number five and six positions.
Knox was a real surprise in
the morning by defeating a strong
Ripon team 5-4, but nonetheless
succumbed to the netters of Law
rence in the aftemooon. Knox
players did, however, extend two
Vikes, winning sets at the num
ber four and five positions. Ken
ney, Vanderhyden, and Holz-

Quad Squads
By John Chesney
The past week’s lineup of IF
softball games was almost shut
out by a combination of April
showers and belated flum es.
Five games were cancelled due
to the inclement weather or unplayable diamonds, and among
these were important contests be
tween the Fijis and Betas, and
Delts and Phis. Two games were
played, however, with the Betas
trouncing the Delts and the Taus
upending the Sig Eps.
In the first, it was the Betas
all the way with their hard-hit
ting attack led by Zorbo Pappas,
.Art Keppelman, and Rod Clark;
their high calibre fielding; the
masterful pitching by Dick Witte,
who recorded the season’s first
shut-out, thereby blanking the
Delts, 14-0.
This was the Delts’ third loss
of the season and second to tlie
Betas after having been consid
ered a league contender. Rumors
on the quad have it that Jeff
Gardner and Botts Felhofer have
picked up some sleepers in their
house, and are eagerly waiting
out the monsoon season.
In the only other IFL game,
the Taus surprised the Sig Eps
15-14. Play went well for the
Eps in the early innings, but
pitcher Marty Pierce was bomb
ed in the fourth and fifth as the
Phi Tau warriors surged ahead.
In spite of that, the Kps. show
ing surprising spirit,
pushed
across four runs in a last inning
all-out effort, only to see their
rally fall one short when Rod
Buchen fanned, ending the game.

worth again were very impres
sive at the first three positions,
each handily defeating his op
ponent. Croake was anything but
convincing in his three set deci
sion over Dave York as was
Waters in his match with Car
ver Norton.
Croake, playing at the pivotal
fourth position,. will have to show
some of the brilliance which he
has occasionally exhibited in the
past, if he is to be assured of
a
Conference
championship.
Simmons. on the other hand, had
little difficulty in winning at the
sixth position, defeating his op
ponent, Wes Kakata, 6-1, 6-0. In
doubles play, the Vikes made a
repeat performance of the morn
ing whitewash, by blanking the
Knox team in straight sets.
Tomorrow the Vikes will take
on Carleton and St. Olaf on
their home courts. Carleton, last
year’s Midwest Conference cham
pion, will have three of its five
winning performers back this
year. Kit Young, the defending
champion at number one singles,
returns, as does Mike Freehling,
the winner of the number three
slot and Tim Gerodette, the vic
tor in last year’s Conference
Meet at the number four.
Young and Gerodette, who
teamed to win the number one
doubles at Conference last year,
are billed by Carleton’s press as
the strongest combination in the
school’s history. They recently
defeated the University of Min
nesota’s number one doubles
team.
Lawrence will counter with two
runners-up in the Conference, Pat
Kenney and Paul Croake, a
semi-finalist, Dave
Holzworth,
and a strong sophomore, Tom
Vanderhyden.
In addition the

Vikes will have veteran Dennis
Waters and sophomore Jim Sim
mons. Kenney will be attempt
ing to avenge two losses to Young
last year (including a hairraising three setter in the Con
ference finals». Vanderhyden will
be at the number two position and
will face his first real competi
tion. Holzworth, at the number
three spot will most likely face
Gerodette who should pose a real
challenge to the letter man.
Croake, Waters and Simmons
will face whatever new talent the
Carls have secured this year
The St. Olaf match is also a
relative mystery.
Their team
placed sixth in the Conference
last year but are very weak as a
result of a dearth of graduating
letter men. The Vikes should
win this one handily.
Next week finds the netmen
playing at home in the Lawrence
invitational, a ten team event
held strictly for the small col
leges in the state of Wisconsin.
I-ast year the Vikes placed sec
ond in the tourney, finishing a
scant three points behind the
winner, Marquette University.
Other teams included in the
meet will be Northland, Carth
age, Lakeland, MIT, Milton, and
Ripon. Singles play will begin
Friday morning with the doubles
being held on Saturday.

M C Results
Northern Division
W. L.
Lawrence
Ripon
Beloit
Carleton
St. Olaf

Southern Division
W. L.

Frosh Netmen
Beat Ripon; 5-4
The Freshman tennis team won
its first meet, defeating the Ripon
freshman netters 5-4, on t W s day, April 18. In singles compe
tition, Lawrence won three, while
dropping three. Dave Sammons,
playing the first position, was de
feated in three tough sets 8-6,
6-8, 8-6.
Rich DePersio, playing number
two singles easily defeated his
Ripon opponent 6-0, 6-4.
Lawrence dropped the third
and fourth singles matches, as
Tim Fuller and Jim Dyer each
lost their matches in three sets.
In the fifth and sixth positions,
Lawrence freshmen Bill Timberman and Stewart Mayer both
easily defeated their opponents.
With the singles split at three
wins for each team, the match
depended upon the winner of the
doubles matches. The I^awrence
freshman came away with two
wins and one loss, which was
enough to win the meet.
Simmons and DePersio, play
ing number one doubles, were
victorious in two sets, 10-8, 6-4.
The team 0f Fuller and Dyer
dropped their number two dou
bles match 8-6, 6-4. while Timberman and Mayer won number
three doubles 8-6, 7-5.
There are eight freshmen out
for the team: Scott Alexander,
Rich DePersio, Jim Dyer, Tim
Fuller. Stewart Mayer, Craig
Nienaber. Dave Simmons, and
Bill Timberman. They practice
daily with the varsity, and have
thrde matches.
Coach Ron Roberts says that
he has high hopes for this fresh
man team, and expects much out
of them now, and for the years
to follow.

Coe
Monmouth
Grinnell
Cornell
Knox

1
2
3
1
0

0
1
3
1
2

Games Today
Cornell at Monmouth
Coe at Knox

Games Tomorrow
Ripon at Carleton
Beloit at Lawrence
Cornell at Knox
Coe at Monmouth
Monmouth, the defending Sou
thern division baseball champion
in the Midwest Conference, and
Coe, ranked as the top challeng
er, will meet in a doubleheader
tomorrow at Monmouth.
In the Northern division, de
fending champion Ripon will be
zX Carleton while Lawrence,
which upset Ripon two weeks
ago, will entertain Beloit.
Three doubleheaders were wip
ed out by rain last weekend. The
St. Olaf-Ripon and Carleton-Beloit doubleheaders will not be re
scheduled. Coe and Cornell will
play their rain-out later.
Grinnell, which leads both divi
sions in the number of games
played, has a .500 mark and has
posted victories over all dubs
except Coe in the Southern divi
sion. Grinnell, which had been
unranked in pre-season guesses,
lost the first game of a doubleheader to Coe and played to a
12-inning tie in the second game.
The champions of the two di
visions will meet May 17-18 for
a two out of three series to deter
mine the conference champion.
The Northern division champion
will be host to the playoff.
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A F O R M ID A B L E Mary I*. Hcineckc strikes a pose as
the new champion in the women’s division of the Wiscon
sin State ()j>cn Fencing Tournament held April 21, in Mil
waukee. Miss Heinecke will represent the state in three
tournaments scheduled during the upcoming months.

Golfers Take 2nd at Knox;
Play at Carleton Saturday
The Knox Athletic Department
had something to be proud about
on April 20th when its golf team
won three dual matches against
Lawrence, Grinnell, and Ripon.
The meet was unusual because,
in contemporary times, teams
usually compile the total scores
of its composing members to de
termine its position in a meet.
Knox, however, seem to be re
living the cherished days of Bob
by Jones, a former great, who,
like the present day Siwashers.
played individual matches rather
than a modal tournament. Conse
quently, a total of 12 team match
es were played. (Each team play
ed the three others individually.)
Lawrence won two matches,
losing only to Knox despite the
constant 30-40 m.p.h. winds that
swept the course and which sub
sequently prompted John Schulenburg to pray for rain before
the match (hoping that if it rain
ed, the winds would cease).
He got his wish, but unfor
tunately it developed into a 40
m.p.h.
drizzle
sweeping
the
Soangetaha links in Galesburg,
Illinois. (The course played as
hard as its name is to pro
nounce.)
The higher than average scores
were attributed to the strong
winds.
Schulenburg’s
driving
game, for example, was serious
ly hampered by the adverse con
ditions. Ordinarily, he shoots in
the 70’s.
The Vikes balance was shown
by the even distribution of scores.
The first meet of the year found
fourth man Dave Roozen shoot
ing the best score and the second
meet saw third man Tom Hosford as the Vikes’ medallist. In
fact, in this meet, three men
scored higher than Schulenburg,
who was playing in the number
one position.
It was speculated that had

P LA C EM EN T
CA LEN D A R
Wednesday, May 1—
Flint, Michigan Carman School
District
Friday, May 3—
Aetna Life and Casualty Group
Division.

RENEITA ART CENTRE
The center for all your art supplies, picture framing and gifts
of art.
606-608 N. LAWE

Phone 734-3272

Dave Roozen been available for
the meet, Lawrence would have
an unblemished 5-0 record.
Lawrence now has a 4-1 dual
meet record going into today’s
meet with St. Olaf, Carleton, and
Ripon at Northfield, Minnesota.
Regarding last year’s record, the
Vikes will face strong opposi
tion from the St. Olaf and Oarieton teams which finished first
and fifth respectively in the Con
ference Meet.
Individual match records are:
Schulenburg (2-2-1), Vaaler <4-10), Hosford (4-0-1), Roozen (2-00), Leffel (2-0-1), and Boeing
(2-3-0).

Name
Schulenbuurg
Winterson
Trefil
Clarey
Vaaler
McCord
Boecher
Boyd
Hosford
Heuckendorf
Wynn
Johnson
Boeing
Uhlenhopp
Fritz
Kreuger

School Score Points
L

G

K
R
L

G
K
R

L

G
K
R
L

G

K
R

Teffel
L
Fritz
Seward
K
Kuehl
R
Knox—won 3, lost 0
Lawrence—won 2, lost ]
Ripom-^won 1, lost 2
G ninnoli—won 0, lost 3

G

86
77
86
82
85
83
81
79
82
82
85
87
94
85
86
83
87
83
85
__

44
0
9
44
54
1
3
84
7
44
44
2
2
24
8
54
54
24
54
44

Imported Sports
Cars
SALES and SERVICE
B.M.C. & Triumph, Sports
Cycles, Yamaha, Snowmobiles,
Ski-Bird, Economy Sadans,
Toyota & Saab

Biddle Motors
(Hwy 41) Fond du Lac, Neenah

For Distinctive
Merchandise
Treasure Box
Gift Shop
We welcome you to come in,
browse around.

313 E. College Ave.

VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By A L B E R T E S T E R L IN E

PETE SCHENDEL is shown leaving the inside track starting blocks in the quarter mile
event of the track meet held at W hiting Field Wednesday despite driving sleet and
freezing temperature. Schendel placed third in the 440 as the Vikings came in behind
Michigan Tech in the meet.

Judson, Beloit Fall to Vikes
In Cindermen’s Triangular
On Thursday, April 18, the Vik
ing track team hosted a triangu
lar meet with Beloit and Judson
Colleges. The meet score was
Lawrence 118, Beloit 48, and Judson 14. Beloit had just graduated
their .seniors and Judson is in
their first year of track, which
may explain the disparity.
The meet started with the 440
relay team of Jim Leslie, Pete
Schendel, Rick Miller, and Ron
Messman, setting a new varsity
and Whiting Field record of 43 8.
Next, Wayne Draeger led Mark
Leonas to a one-two finish in the
male. In the 120 high hurdles, Les
lie took a first and Oarl Liebich,
running his first highs »nee high
school, took fourth. Meseman then
won the quarter in a very respec
table 51.7 followed by Schendel.
second.
In the hundred, Miller got an ex
cellent start to take the event with
a 9.9, his best time to date, while
John Roberts took fourth. George
Slater won the half-mile follow
ed closely by teammate Tony
Cruz-Uribe.
Next came the 440 intermediate
hurdles, won by Liebich. Miller
and Messman. both running 216,
won the 220 in a tie for first.
These are the best times to date
for bcth of them.

Draeger turned in a respectable
10:48 9 to win die two-mile and
Leonas took fourth. For the Last
event, the Vikes won the mile re
lay easily, running Schendel, CruzUribe, Skitor and Messman.
The field events went equally
well for the Lawrentians. Paul
Hetmigscn and John Bk>k> placed
one-two in the shot put. Andy
Gilbert jumped 6’0” to win the
high jump, with Liebich taking
second and Larry Einspahr.
fourth. Einspahr also won the
pole vault with 12’6’', while John
Negley took second.

GRADUATES
Start hinting now for your own
lugg^e. Be sure to mention
that Pah-tow's carries the top
value lines: Skyway. Samson
ite. Silhouette, Tritapev, Sbarflite. Atlantic. Ventura. Hart
mann French, and Lady Bal
timore. From $10.95 plus tax.

Pah-fows

MS W.

College Ave.

The Vikes swept aU four places
in the javelin. Ty Miller book this
event as he improved has best by
13 feet. Pete House received sec
ond. Negley third, and CruzUribe fourth. To round out the
meet Gilbert won the triple jump
and took third in the long jump.
The resounding victory occur
red without the services of co
captain and hi^i-point man Chuck
McKee who is recovering from a
pulled im®de. The meet didn’t
provide much competition, but it
did show that the team is pro
gressing well.
Wednesday, in a driving snow
storm, the team tackled a little
tougher competition Chuck Mc
Kee didn’t enter, fearing another
pulled muscle, and Einspahr had
pulled a leg muscle earlier in the
week during practice.
To make the situation worse.

Miller pulled a muscle half-way
through the hundred. The rest of
the team made a good showing,
but lost to Michigan Tech, while
beating Lakeland. The score was
81-61-39.
In the first event, the 440 re
lay, and the last event, the mile
relay, the Vikes won easily. The
winning teams were composed of
I.eslie, Schendel, Miller and Mess
man, and of Cruz-Uribe, Slater.
Schendel. and Messman respect
ively.
In between we had a little more

Lawrentienne Wins
Stale Fencing Title
Mary Faye Heinecke, assistant
professor of physical education,
has won the women’s division of
the Wisconsin State Open F end’tg
Tournament for the third year in
a row in competition April 21 in
Milwaukee.
Earlier in the spring. Muss Heinecke won her second crown in
the women’s division of the Wis
consin State Closed Fencing
Tournament
Miss Heinecke will take part
in three tournaments during the
coming months: the Midwest
Fencing Tournament, a 12-state
competition to be held in Milwau
kee May 11-12; the Chicagoland
Open, which was rescheduled
from April 5 to May 25-26; and
the national meet in Miami, Fla.,
June 21-29.

trouble Messman was a doubie
winner in the 100 and the 220, and
Draeger won the mile easily and
then out-kicked his opponent in
the last hundred yards of the
two-mile to become the other
double winner.
Our only other winners were
Leslie in the highs and Gilbert in
the hi{£i jump. Hermingsen took
a second in the shot and Ken Gatzke grabbed a second in the dis
cus.
Other placers were Schendel,
Negley. Slater, B »lo and Gilbert.
thirds; and fourths by Leonas.
Cruz-Uribe, House and Liebich.
Because of inclement weather,
the times were not spectacular.
Tomorrow, the team travels to
Ripon for a quadrangular with
Ripon, Oshkosh, and Stevens
Point. Monday, the freshmen and
varsity travel to Ripon again to
make up last Saturday’s rainedout meet.
The team is also looking ahead
to May 17-18 and the conference
meet at St. Olaf

Girls Net Meet
Here Tomorrow
Forty-three girls from five
schools will participate in the
third annual Women’s Intercol
legiate Tennis Tournament here
tomorrow starting at 10 a.m.
Sponsored by WRA. the com
petition will include matches in
singles and doubles among girls
from Carthage College, WSU-La
Crosse, WSU-Oshkosh. WSU-Stev
ens Point, and Lawrence. There
are 17 singles entries, with Law
rence’s Andrea Western, the win
ner of last year's tournament, as
the number cne seeded player.
Heading the doubles division of 13
teams is the LaCrosse duo of Sue
Lang don and Kathy Martin.
The other Lawrence participants
are Ellen Saxl, Kathy Conway,
and Nancy Baker in singles. Doub
les teams are Ann Branston and
Margie Devlin, Jane Dickerson
and Judy Pugh. Sue Nordin and
Mary Rae.
Play will continue all day with
final matches scheduled for 3
p m . or shortly thereafter. Ref
erees for the finals will be Ken
Mclntire and Dave Klitzke.
Junior Panhel will provide a
concession stand at the courts for
all players and spectators.

It is the traditional view at Lawrence that freshmen
sports provide an adjustment from high school to collegiate
athletics. That is, they are to function in the athietic
athetics. That is, they are to function in the athletic
sphere as introductory courses do in the academic sphere.
But even judged on this point alone they fail miserably.
Many freshman sports require less time than other alter
natives for physical education; none of them are really
taken seriously (after the first week or two). Frosh base
ball, for example, had one double-header scheduled, which
now may be cancelled.
The inadequacy of freshman sports, however, goes be
yond this. Most, if not all athletes coming to Lawrence
have just completed a rigorous secondary school athletic
program. Their disillusionment with Lawrence is under
standable when they find themselves in a farce which pur
ports to l>e an essential training program.
One solution to this would be to make freshman ath
letics what they are claimed to l>e. One freshman who
was so disgusted with first year sports that he was all but
certain of transferring said that a more rigorous participa
tion in sports “might take the edge off constant studying”
freshman year. He also added, “I think it would change
your whole attitude to the school; it would give you some
identity with the school.” (According to conference rules
freshmen cannot participate in varsity sports.)
Rut this is only one solution- Perhaps it would be bet
ter if freshman athletes were told from the beginning that
they .are at Lawrence to get an education an 1 therefore
sports are secondary. The primary role of freshman ath
letics, it would then be admitted, is to
the incoming
freshman “strong in mind and body” or as it were, from
going to “pot” before their sophomore year.
At any rate, something is rotten in the state of fresh
man athletics at Lawrence. I have offered only two solu
tions at either extreme of the spectrum. Surely someone
has the ability to find some more appealing answers.
As long as freshmen are required to train rigorously as
varsity athletics without the rationale, as long as fresh
men are expected to have the enthusiasm of varsity athletes
without a semblance of the opportunity, freshmen athletics
at Lawrence will remain an anomuly.
Paid Advertisement

B A H A ’I F A IT H
Modern Religion for Modern Man
The most important duty of a Baha’i is service to mankind.
One can only love God if he first loves man. An important as
pect of this duty is the inherent equality of all races, and it is
the duty of every Baha’i to practice this. Baha'i homes, meet
ings, and services are always filled with varieties of nationali
ties as well as members of different races.
In America, especially today, <a racial problem exists. Baha’is,
composed of all races, always work to abolish prejudice. We
believe that inter-racial marriage is a good thing and that even
tually all races will be blended into a unified whole. A society
in which prejudice exists is backward and wrong. God recog
nizes all men as being of the same station. No one race wos ever
created to be superior to another. All men are one and the same:
“Compose your differences, and reduce your arma
ments that the burden of your expenditures may be en
lightened, and that your minds and hearts may be tranquilized. Heal the dissensions that divide you, and ye
will no longer be in need of any armaments except what
the protection of your cities and territories demandeth.
Fear ye God, and take heed not to outstrip the bounds of
moderation, and be numbered among the extravagant.”
—Baha’u'Hah
For further information — BAHA’I DISCUSSIONS,
Thursday, 7:30, Ormsby Lounge or contact Ginny Jones,
Extension 323
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